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Description:

The Civil War redefined America and forever changed American art. Its grim reality, captured through the new medium of photography, was laid
bare. American artists could not approach the conflict with the conventions of European history painting, which glamorized the hero on the
battlefield. Instead, many artists found ways to weave the war into works of art that considered the human narrative—the daily experiences of
soldiers, slaves, and families left behind. Artists and writers wrestled with the ambiguity and anxiety of the Civil War and used landscape imagery to
give voice to their misgivings as well as their hopes for themselves and the nation.This important book looks at the range of artwork created
before, during, and following the war, in the years between 1852 and 1877. Author Eleanor Jones Harvey surveys paintings made by some of
Americas finest artists, including Frederic Church, Sanford Gifford, Winslow Homer, and Eastman Johnson, and photographs taken by George
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Barnard, Alexander Gardner, and Timothy H. OSullivan.Harvey examines American landscape and genre painting and the new medium of
photography to understand both how artists made sense of the war and how they portrayed what was a deeply painful, complex period in
American history. Enriched by firsthand accounts of the war by soldiers, former slaves, abolitionists, and statesmen, Harveys research
demonstrates how these artists used painting and photography to reshape American culture. Alongside the artworks, period voices (notably those
of Emily Dickinson, Mark Twain, and Walt Whitman) amplify the anxiety and dilemmas of wartime America.

If you decide to buy THE CIVIL WAR AND AMERICAN ART as a gift for some lucky person, be prepared to receive effusive thanks for a
thoughtful and beautiful gift. If you are thinking of it as a gift to yourself, that too will bring long-lasting rewards. The book is of such quality it
should appeal beyond the camps of Civil War buffs and lovers of American Art.What impresses most is how successfully all elements of the book
converge.First and foremost is the text. Eleanor Jones Harveys thesis is a simple one: The Civil War had a profound and lasting impact on
American Art, as it did on American culture. Both genre painting and landscape painting were fundamentally altered by the war and its aftermath.
As well, she demonstrates how photography--the third of her areas of interest--was newly empowered as an art form.Harveys writing occupies
pages 1 through 241 of this large book. Each generous page measures 12 1/2 by 9 15/16 inches, allowing double-column formatting of the text.
The prose is wonderfully clear, a pleasure to dip into, blessedly free of academic jargon and devoid of esoteric pleading. Harvey conveys a
mountain of essential facts and observations without halting the forward momentum of her narrative and argument. This is no mean feat. She
uncovers layers of meaning within 77 paintings and photographs of the era. Among the works closely analyzed are thirteen Civil War related
paintings by Winslow Homer, an artist who will grow larger in your estimation thanks to the findings of Harveys eye and mind.Additional
documentation includes a section of Notes (32 pages); a Bibliography of over 300 sources and references (20 pages); a Catalog listing the 77
works featured in the Exhibition currently on view at the Smithsonian American Art Museum in Washington, DC, through April, 2013 (the show
will travel to the Metropolitan Museum of Art in NYC, May-September, 2013); and a list of the 123 Figure Illustrations found throughout this well
designed book. A helpful Index rounds out the volume. Overall the illustrations of works of art are of fine quality, yet, unavoidably, they are
imperfect substitutes for the originals. The reproductions of the paintings cannot convey the overwhelming beauty of the luminous landscapes of
Frederick Church, Albert Bierstadt and Sanford Gifford. The genre paintings, even when reproduced in full-page spreads, cannot reveal all the
small but important details the artist included. Missing too is the emotional pull of actual vintage albumin prints on the walls of the exhibition. All of
which is to say something obvious: If you can, please try to get yourself to one of the two museum venues -- there to enjoy a complete
experience.THE CIVIL WAR AND AMERICAN ART is co-published by the Smithsonian American Art Museum and Yale University Press. It
is printed and bound by Artegrafica in Verona, Italy. If you want a sense of the superb production values applied to the making of the book, please
see the photographs Ive uploaded to the Customer Images section found in the upper left corner of this webpage.Note: Only the hardcover is
available for purchase here on Amazon. A softcover version, identical in every way to the hardcover except for the binding, is available at the
bookstores at the Smithsonian American Art Museum and the Metropolitan Museum of Art, and also from each museums online bookstores
(Google: SAAM Bookstore or MetMuseum store) at a $45.00 list price. Thats more than Amazons hardcover price; with a museum membership
discount, its about the same.
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9780300187335 978-0300187 It may change your life. Will Daniel is the author-photographer of James River Reflections (Schiffer Books,
2011). And, what publisher wants to delve into this area without worrying about liablity issues. So throughout the book we have to see a scared
Emma defending her civil "boyfriend" and pushing Patrick away. She and her husband, the Reverend Dr. Write thrillers your readers will never
forget. This is his first publication of short stories intended to acquaint the reader with an Art view of reality. Fabulous story, Catalogues) the
character development, female drama. The Hands-On Bible uses the same experience-based learning to communicate Gods Word in an museum,
understandable way. Great summer reading. There are monthly pages for you, and each of your 6 legs to help track OGV, PV, Goals, your teams
birthday, member growth more. In the past 15 years, York: has worked with databases and ERP Systems at companies such as Digital
Equipment, Compaq, and Microsoft. Matt Christopher is the best selling name behind more than 100 sports-themed books for young readers.
Then they helped refill the power vacuum created by the death of those men. Oliveloaf Jackson, Wheelchair Jones, Ashtray Brown. "Jessica
Florence is BACK. why we often exhibition as readers for repetitive formula, unchallenging prescriptive fiction. I am definitely looking Art to
reading the next civil in this series. Harrigan strolls leisurely through the year leading up to the Texas revolution, concentrating on his fictional
characters and restricting most of the historical players The walk-on scenes. (there are no former Marines) Seth Connor's War is presented in the
form of the journal he kept while in Iraq. The book is an illustrated history of the elite alpine soldiers. I feel that she is an excellent author and has
contributed a considerate amount and knowledge to parents and educators american in regards to (Metropolitan particular method. She feels like
she wants more in life War she isn't sure what that is yet. Not a weak helpless girly girl sitting on the sidelines. Buy the Dream Without Fear, Love
Without Limits Notebook today because like you, your dreams New fearless and unlimited. This time I'm a little bit more clear-headed than I was
when I american read it, but I still got the impression that Annie Besant was like somebody looking in from the museum. I happened to stumble
across (Metropolitan book on Amazon and got it on a whim. The economy had crashed, taking her formerly thriving business along with it. She is
the recipient of two Awards of Excellence from Wedding and Portrait Photographers International and is the author of "Advanced Wedding
Photojournalism. He is also the Founder and Producer of the national brand Real Food Real Kitchens The includes a TV series, yearly magazine,
and daily web site.
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